
All You Need is State-DependentDeep Reinforcement Learning?
Description
Reinforcement Learning (RL) has seen significant performance improvements in re-cent years and was able to solve sophisticated learning tasks. Recent algorithmicadvances [2] leverage state-dependent exploration, i. e., for Gaussian parametriza-tions, the covariance of the policy is also state-dependent. However, for standardbenchmarking tasks, such as from the Deepmind control suite [3] (Fig. 1) or theOpenAI gym environments [1] (Fig. 2), these advances in exploration did not showmany benefits. Hence, this prompts the question if the exploration problem in theseenvironments is easily manageable.The aim of this thesis is to investigate, when state-dependent exploration matters.To this extend, we will first examine the environments from the Deepmind controlsuite and OpenAI gym and consequently design robot-related tasks for which theexploration is a major factor to solve the task.The student will get familiar with and directly apply state-of-the-art methods indeep RL as well as investigates different exploration strategies. Python knowledgeis highly recommended.

Figure 1: Deepmind Humanoid task [3]. Figure 2: OpenAI Ant task [1].
Tasks
The tasks in this project will involve:• Literature review: Get to know the RL algorithms and their exploration strate-gies.• Benchmarking Tasks: Get to know the tasks from Deepmind control suite [3]and OpenAI Gym [1].• Creativity: Design environments for which state-dependent exploration mat-ters.• Evaluation: Evaluate different RL algorithms with state-dependent and state-independent exploration on those tasks.References
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